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Abstract: Today Machine learning algorithms are the driving force of many applications because of their adjustable and expandable characteristics. They are influencing almost every aspect of the research. Information security one of the evolving fields in research. Data is being generated by heterogeneous sources, which provides a great scope for the information security research and machine learning algorithms can play a vital role for this. This paper provides a literature review for information security threats and the effects of machine learning algorithms against these threats.
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1. Introduction:

Machine learning (ML) is more accurate in prediction of outcomes without being explicitly programmed. In ML for such kind of predictions variety of algorithms are there. Recent advents in the research shows that ML is spanning in almost every field like image recognition [1], pattern recognition [2], Security [3] [4] etc.

In the recent years Information security has fascinated many researchers due to voluminous growth of the data and variety of risks. Many researchers have worked on various aspect of the security i.e. what are the different threats and how they could be resolved. Due to versatile nature of the ML algorithms some researchers have imposed these algorithms against the threats. But in current literature does not provides synchronized information about Information Security risks and their solutions using ML algorithms.

This paper tries to bridge the gap between various researches. In the coming sections of this paper various security risks for Information security and ways to captivate using ML are described which have been suggested till now. Section II gives the basic idea of ML and related algorithms. This gives a very brief introduction about the concept. Section III presents various
attacks and remedies using ML algorithms. And section IV gives the concluding remark on this review.

2. **What is ML (Machine Learning)?**

ML is system programming to enhance performance criterion using training data or past experiences. For this model get defined over some parameters. And these models could be descriptive and predictive or both. Descriptive models get knowledge from the data and whereas predictive make predictions for the future. In simple words we can say ML is Learning. Basically, we can categorize it as follows [5]:

- Supervised learning [6]
- Support Vector Machine (SVM)
- Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
- Naïve Bayes (NB)
- K Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
- Random Forest (RF)
- Decision Tree (DT)
- Boosted Trees (BST-DT)
- Semi supervised learning
- Unsupervised learning

These are the various algorithms of machine learning. Supervised learning uses training data for the predictions. Supervised learning has a variety of algorithms as mentioned above. In Semi supervised learning in the input dataset some data is labeled and some data is unlabeled. Unsupervised learning used to draw the inferences form the given dataset.

3. **Machine Learning Algorithms in Information Security Environment:**

Here are some ML based algorithms that are extensively used in information security:

- Support Vector Machine: This method is used for malware detection. In this method after the classification of all types of files, a decision boundary has been drawn between them for optimized classification which is known as hyperplane. this hyperplane acts to separate the two classes. and the margins where extreme data points fall known as support vectors. and ultimately these support vectors perform extensive evaluation for predicting that it’s a malware or correct file [7].

- Artificial Neural Network: Artificial neural network usually implemented using feedforward approach where signals can travel from input to output only. This architecture has one input
layer, two hidden and one output layer where each one consists of neurons. These layers are interconnected with synapses and perform the forward and backward propagation. Based on the output the attacks get identified. if the global error value is near about 0 and 1 then considered as normal packet otherwise an attack [8].

Naïve Bayes: In order to maintain information security, the patterns of the network services over data sets labelled by the services. With the built patterns, the framework detects attacks in the datasets using the Naïve Bayes Classifier algorithm. It encodes probabilistic relationships among dependent set of variables. It uses subjective or personal beliefs (prior probabilities) directly into the analysis.

K Nearest Neighbor: While using KNN for information security first normal training dataset is made then for the test data if it is unknown then considered abnormal otherwise if get known then the training data and the test data is compared and based on the similarity conclusions are made. If similarity is lower than the threshold value then the test data is considered as abnormal [9].

Random Forest: In this algorithm at first the Mtry parameter is optimized, for that datasets are used. After that the value is selected to build patterns of the services. Random forest is used many security algorithms but when used in intrusion detection it could be done by finding unusual activities or outliers. The random forests algorithm uses proximities to find outliers whose proximities to all other cases in the entire data are generally small [10].

Decision Tree: In Decision trees inputs and outputs are explained in the training data in which data is divided according to some parameters. In the context of information security first it selects the features tree is constructed based on training data and evaluated by validation data. Then fitness computation is done and finally classification rules are made out with the tree. Based on the rule the network behavior could be made out.

Boosted Decision Trees: Boosted decision trees trains the tree for dividing data based on any feature. then decision tree is validated against training data by which misclassified data values could be identified. Then values get the weights according to their importance and by this way misclassified value's weight get increased and correctly classified value's weight get decreased and new tree get built. then comparison of old tree and new tree is made which results in finding the misclassified values. this process is performed repeatedly all classifiers. Based on votes in the classification the values of given dataset are identified whether it is an anomaly or genuine data. [11]

4. Threats to Information Security

Some of the identified threats and how they have been handled using ML, are given here.

Malwares: Malicious software postures a major threat to the security of computer systems. The application of machine learning for the detection of malevolent network traffic is interesting when the traffic is encrypted because traditional pattern-matching approaches cannot be used. Previously to automatically analyze the behavior of malware binaries two concepts based on machine learning techniques have been proposed: (a) clustering of behavior, which aims at
discovering novel classes of malware with similar behavior [12] [13] and (b) classification of behavior, which enables assigning unknown malware to known classes of behavior [14] [15]. This is found that these two mechanisms are crucial for malware analysis thus for efficient and effective malware analysis joint use of clustering and classification were proposed [16]. Later other machine learning approaches like Linear regression, Logistic regression, Decision tree, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer Perception etc. has been experimented with the network security challenges as the scale of the data, demand for very low false positive rates, evolving data streams, and noisy class labels and random forest ensemble classifier has been found most robust for such scenario [17]. For malware detection in server computing platform Distributed Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm approach has been found effective [7].

To classify malware family (Adware, Backdoor, Downloader, Dropper, EquationDrug, Trojan, Packed, Ransom, Spy, Worm) also the machine learning algorithms performed well. For this after analysis of input malware samples extracted features reduction and classification could be performed using ML algorithms like Random Forest, KNN, Decision Table [18].

Botnets are also the most serious threats to the Information security. Botnets represent a usually large collections of computers compromised with a sophisticated bot malware, that puts them under the control of a remote attacker. botnet traffic could be accurately detected by simple flow features and Random Tree classifier [19]. In flow-based system it has two main parts: the preprocessing entity and the classifier entity. The first entity processes traffic to find the statistical features whereas the second one is responsible for building the model of malicious / non-malicious traffic and classifying the traffic flows. Similarly, the system works in two phases which are training and testing. traffic model is trained by using a labeled training data in training phase and the model is tested by an unlabeled test data in test phase. the result system gives the classification results showing that the traffic is malicious or not.

Anomaly detection: A network anomaly is a deviation from the normal operation of the network, which is learned through observation and is signified by decreased network performance [11]. To detect network anomalies machine learning based algorithm such as AdaBoost and Simple feedforward neural network [11], MLP, logistic regression, and extreme learning machine (ELM) [20] have been successful. While using the Simple Feedforward Neural Network two hidden layers with twice as many Rectified Linear Unit(ReLU) neurons as time series and a single sigmoid output neuron has been used. This test resulted in terms of a binary classification accuracy. Anomaly is detected if the calculated accuracy has less than 1% chance of appearing randomly.

Intrusion Detection: Intrusion detection is a process of monitoring, detecting, and analyzing the events that are considered as violation to the security policies of a networked environment [21]. For Intrusion Detection support vector machine (SVM) for classification problems and random forest for classification and regression problem, are used. Due to powerful classification power and practicality in computation SVM are suitable for high dimensional data [22], whereas Random forest algorithm is to deal effectively with uneven data [23]. Other than these algorithms Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [24], self-organizing map (SOM) [25], Semi supervised support vector machine [26], supervised clustering method MPCK-means [27] are also used for Intrusion detection.
**Data injection:** These types of attacks are also hazardous for information security. Here, the attacker injects incorrect data or measurements to manipulate the state measurements of the system [28]. For detection of data injection two ML techniques have been used i.e. SVM and semi supervised learning [29].

**Data Acquisition:** In such category of threat adversaries can influence the networks to attain illegal access and then alter communications to unfavorably affect the delivery of resources. To detect this type of threat many machine learning techniques have been experimented out of which Naïve Bays, Random Forest, OneR, J48, NNge, SVM have given the optimal results [30].

**DDoS attacks:** In Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks Distributed multiple agents consume some critical resources and interrupt normal Internet process and refute the services to authentic users. For identifying these type of issues Fuzzy C Means, Naïve Bayesian SVM, KNN, Decision Tree, K-Means etc. ML based techniques have been used and Fuzzy C Means ranked up for such scenario [31]. In the other experiment SVM has been found the optimal among Naïve Bays, Random Forest and SVM itself [32].

**Cyber-physical attacks:** This category of threats is gaining the enough attraction of the researchers due to their high-risk factors such as uses of computers, ability to disable cameras, turn off a building’s lights, make a car turn off the road, or a drone land in enemy hands. Simply we can say cyber-physical attacks can replace the physical attacks using the cyber. Many ML algorithms has contributed in detection of these types of attacks but k-Nearest Neighbor(kNN), Artificial neural networks(ANN), Support Vector Machine(SVM), Gaussian Naïve Bayes(GNB), and Decision Tree(DT) have provided the appropriate results [33].

**Phishing attacks:** This type of attack is also very unfavorable for information security. Here the phisher tries to attain the confidential details of the users by acting as the trustworthy entities while communicating over the network. For detection of phishing attacks Biased support vector machine (BSVM), Neural Networks, K-Means has been experimented out of which Biased support vector machine (BSVM) and Artificial Neural Networks have ranked up for higher accuracy [34]. In the other setup Logistic Regression, Decision Tree and Random Forest have provided almost similar level of precision in the results [35].

**SQL Injection detection:** SQL Injection (SQLi) attacks are such type of attacks that executes malevolent SQL statements and in effect of this database server behind any application could be controlled. The attackers can manipulate records in the database. To differentiate between malicious and non-malicious query ML based Naïve Bayes algorithm have been used which has provided satisfactory results [36].

5. **Conclusion**

ML purposes to work in real-time, with little to no human interaction. If it is implemented for information security which is very crucial nowadays, then the variety of security attacks could be stopped before they result in destructive situations. Machine Learning is being successful when applied to security problems. But still there is a lot of scope for the work because many silent problems are there which are untouched till now. Excellent results in Information Security is guaranteed by applying various latent characteristics of ML algorithms appropriately. Here
in this paper algorithms and security areas have been discussed which will be helpful to prepare a road map for the further research.
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